
 

NOZZLE-KLEEN®

Non-flammable, paintable products 
engineered to reduce spatter build-up 
on nozzles, tips and diffusers resulting 
in longer equipment life.

INCREASE TIP & NOZZLE LIFE

WELD-KLEEN®

Highly effective anti-spatter products 
engineered to protect parts, clamps, 
tooling and fixtures.

SAVE ON GRINDING & CLEAN-UP

LUBE-MATIC®

Cleaners and lubricants designed to reduce 
tip and liner wear, burnback, wire jams and 
to promote smoother arc feed.

INCREASE TIP & LINER LIFE UP TO 300%

WELD-AID® is a subsidiary of CRC Industries Inc.PH 1800 224227 
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Aerosol anti-spatter effective 
in most applications. It is 
non-flammable, paintable and 
contains no flurocarbons.

Size 16oz
(453g) 

Code 17022

Water based dip gel reduces spatter build-up on nozzles and tips for longer equipment life. 
Formula is non-hazardous, non-flashing and bio-based. Can be dipped hot or cold and will 
not migrate into liner.

Non-flashing, biodegradable, paintable and non-toxic.

Size
16oz

(473ml)
32oz

(946ml)

Code 17095 17094

NOZZLE-KLEEN® 
#2

NOZZLE-DIP® HD

Red Kleener Pads are 
effective for all wire types. 
Reduces burnback by up to 
50%. Excellent for aluminum.

Each pack contains 6 pads.

Code 17061

LUBE-MATIC®

KLEENER PADS
LUBE-MATIC® 
LUBE PADS

For pretreatment of wires for 
smooth feeding of wire with 
poor cast, helix, rust and 
long feed liners. For use on 
all types of steel wire. Not 
recommended for aluminum.

Each pack contains 6 pads.

Code 17060 Code 17062

For superior cleaning and 
lubrication of wires use 
both red and black pads in 
combination at each welding 
station and during every wire 
change.

Each pack contains one 
black and one red pad.

A safe economical water-based anti-spatter designed for use in most base metal 
applications. Effective for use in robot torch blowndown systems. Non-hazardous formula is 
bio-based and paintable.  

Size
32oz

(946ml)
1 Gal

(3.78L)
5 Gal

(18.7kg)
55 Gal
(206kg)

Code 17089 17090 17091 17092

WELD-KLEEN® ANTI-SPATTER 350®

WELD-KLEEN® 
HD

Size
20oz

(566g)

Code 17030

Heavy duty base metal 
treatment is solvent based, 
quick drying and  
accepts pre-heating. 
The non-flammable formula 
is ideal for protecting parts, 
clamps, tooling and fixtures.

LUBE-MATIC®

COMBO PACK

Engineered to help feed 
fabricated and mild steel wires. 
Apply as needed to Lube-
Matic® Kleener Pads (17061). 
Reduces wire drag by 60%. 
Decreases downtime due to 
jamming.

Size
5oz

(142g) 

Code 17040

LUBE-MATIC® 
WIRE KLEENER 
AND LUBRICANT                                                   
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